
The President of the Commission gets
it right at last

Mr Juncker in his recent interview at last acknowledges that granting the
right to stay and to work on the continent for all those UK citizens who
currently do so is “about respecting human dignity.” He now says  “This is
not about bargaining”.

I have been a sustained critic of the EU’s refusal to live up to decent
values and reassure all UK citizens living in the EU that they are free to
stay if they wish. I am therefore glad The Commission has now shifted its
position. I have long been reassuring all EU citizens in the UK who ask that
they will be welcome to stay and work here if they wish, as I assumed the EU
would not in the end throw UK citizens out. It is just bizarre that it has
taken them so long to say so, and strange that even now it is  not a formal
statement by the rest of the EU as a whole.

If anyone in the UK remains worried about the EU’s intentions then they
should write and lobby the Commission and their MEPs. The UK government has
always been clear it does not intend to threaten EU citizens living in the
UK.

What should be the age to receive your
State pension?

We have received a couple of reports this week discussing the age at which
people should be entitled to a State pension based on their NI contributions.

Current policy is to raise the age from 65 to 66 in 2020, and to 67 in 2028.
As people live longer, so the cost of their pensions rises without a
proportionate increase in their contributions over their working lives.
Whilst the state retirement scheme is a pay as you go one, where each
generation pays for its parents generation out of current NI payments,
individual pension entitlement is still based on your past contribution
record.

The Cridland report suggests raising the age to 69 between 2037 and 2039 and
going higher thereafter. The Government Actuary suggests 69 by 2053-5, with
another variant bringing in 69 as early as 2040.

The Report also raises the issue of whether after the end of this Parliament
there should be some change to the triple lock. Currently the government is
pledged to increase pensions each year by the highest of earnings, prices
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(CPI)  or 2.5%. Dropping one or two of these requirements could make
progressive savings to the total cost. In recent years the 2.5% minimum has
meant pensioner incomes rising faster than incomes in work.

I would be interested in your thoughts on all this. There does seem to be a
good case to say that as longevity rises there should be a proportionate rise
in the pension age to keep some balance between an individual’s contributions
when working and their pension receipts. Allowing the triple lock has helped
narrow the gap between pensioner incomes and working incomes. There is an
issue in how much further people think that should go.

The events at Westminster yesterday

I send my condolences to the family members of those killed by the assailant
yesterday and my best wishes for a speedy recovery to all those injured. The
death of a policeman  is especially sad. It reminds us of the risks
some state employees run in the course of duty, and strengthens public
gratitude for their service.

It is right that Parliament resumes its work today. The Prime Minister spoke
well on how we should respond.

The Brexit opportunity – a new fishing
policy

It is time for us to consider how the UK should use its new won powers of
self government once the notification has been sent that we are leaving.  The
Repeal Bill should more properly be called the Great Continuity Bill, as it
will simply confirm all current EU laws and policies as good UK laws and
policies. As soon as it is through the UK Parliament can then get to work
amending and improving the inherited law. The most obvious place to start is
fishing.

The UK as a sovereign country again can establish its territorial waters out
to 200 miles from our coast or to the media line with another country’s
seaside. The UK can decide what regulations to impose on fishing in these
waters. Out must go the idea of quotas with discards of dead fish. The first
new rule should be that the fisherman lands all his catch, rather than waste
dead fish by putting them back.  With modern technology the Regulator could
see what is being caught and could if damage is being done to our fishing
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grounds require the fisherman to move on or amend his fishing practice. A
local regulator should be able help fishermen choose the right net mesh and
find the best locations to take more of the fish we want to catch and avoid
more damage by catching too many of the wrong size and kind of fish.

The UK will of course need to discuss its new arrangements with neighbouring
countries, including Iceland and Norway outside the EU, and France and  the
Netherlands inside the EU. There is also the issue of current rights to quota
held by Spanish and other fishing interests. Do you think there should be
some kind of transitional arrangement for those who have bought businesses
and quota? What rights will these fishing businesses have when we decide to
change our approach and are no longer under the control of the Common Fishery
policy?

The UK will be a full member again of the world bodies for fishing.

The extreme Centre

I see Mr Blair and others are out and about complaining that the centre is
not strong enough. He thinks the centre ground needs reinforcing, as he
dislikes the way it is assailed by Brexiteers of all persuasions, and by the
Corbyn tendency in the Labour party. He still sees new Labour as ideal, as
the perfect balance between “the extremes”. It is high time this piece of
self serving nonsense was exposed to some criticism.

The problems with New Labour were their three main extremisms.

They took an extreme view about UK intervention in Middle Eastern wars,
believing we could use military force to create liberal democracies in
various Middle Eastern countries. The public disagreed, and the results of
their military actions despite much bravery and heroic effort by our forces
were disappointing. They did not understand or manage the politics of the
MIddle Eastern countries well, relying too much on force.

They took an extreme view about the ability of the economy to withstand a
huge build up in public and private debt and credit, before making an even
more extreme judgement to bring some banks crashing down for no good reason.
They told us they had abolished the boom-bust cycle, only to preside over the
biggest boom-bust since the Great Depression of the 1930s.

They took an extreme view about EU integration and government. Whilst telling
us each Treaty was a mild tidying up exercise with all the potency of the
Beano, they signed the UK up to a comprehensive cradle of laws and controls
making democratic government in the UK difficult. They always denied the
public a referendum vote on their centralising tendencies, always denied
their significance, and always claimed when challenged that EU laws were for
the best regardless of what they said. Their EU actions led directly to the
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referendum which they helped lose.

Mr Blair needs to grasp that the world has moved on from New Labour. We now
know their economic claims were false, as their era ended with major
recession and banking crash. We know their EU policy was based on the lie
that the EU was only of interest to Conservatives, and that nothing important
was happening. We know their policy of favouring large corporations and
encouraging cheap labour from the continent to take the low paid jobs they
created was not popular with many voters.


